Rail plant
hire services

Rail: plant hire services

Rail plant services
Balfour Beatty offers unrivalled expertise
in rail plant, covering the complete range
of track maintenance, track support and
engineering activities.
Our fleet includes:

Specialist and high output plant

–– Comprehensive track geometry services:
tamping, ballast regulating and cleaning, and
ancillary services

Our specialist services fleet includes some of the
most innovative and flexible plant equipment in
the country and can deliver high output solutions
within track and electrification environments. Our
specialist services include high output track laying,
electrification, heavy lifting, drainage remediation,
railhead reprofiling and mechanical litter and debris
removal.

–– Specialist plant and high output machines: used
for heavy lifting of structures and track, as well
as high-output solutions for electrification and
track installation
–– Road rail plant and equipment for rail
infrastructure projects
Track geometry services
Balfour Beatty provides a comprehensive
range of on-track machines for track geometry
improvements and general track work.
Our fleet of tampers consists of plain line and
switch and crossing units. This, together with our
capabilities including tracklayers, cranes, ballast
regulators and dynamic track stabilisers, means
we can provide a complete track geometry service
UK wide.
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Road rail vehicles
Balfour Beatty’s large fleet of modern road rail
machines and equipment allows tasks to be
completed safely, efficiently and quickly with
minimum labour and maximum efficiency.
The fleet includes wheeled and tracked
excavators, laser dozers, lifting equipment
and a range of attachments.
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Rail: wheeled excavators

Wheeled
excavators
Balfour Beatty operates a range
of wheeled road-rail vehicles to
meet all customers’ requirements.
All plant is certified to operate on
Network Rail infrastructure, with
certain excavators additionally
certified to operate on London
Underground infrastructure.
The plant is approved to operate
with adjacent line open and under
live overhead electrification.
Additional safety benefits include
360° Optronics camera systems
to eliminate operator blind spots
and ensure safety on site.
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Rail: wheeled excavators

PW150

WX170 Super Railer

Ultimate 270

For use in tandem lifting, towing trailers,
excavating and variety of hydraulic and non
hydraulic attachments including Thimble,
Single Plough, Ballast Brush. Fitted with
GKD RCI.

For use in tandem lifting, towing trailers,
excavating and variety of hydraulic and
non hydaulic attachments including Rail
Shear, Ballast Brush, Single Line Plough.
Fitted with GKD RCI.

A machine with the ability to be used as
a normal excavator and for heavy lifting.
Fitted with the latest GKD System 3
Approved RCI. Interchangeable short
and long arm up to 11m Boom length.

Komatsu/Philmore

Case/Rexquote

Doosan/GOS Engineering

A good all round road-rail excavator/crane.

Product specification

Product specification

Product specification

Weight (kg):

21,000

Weight (kg):

20,700

Weight (kg):

31,400

Work under live overheads:

Yes

Work under live overheads:

No

Work under live overheads:

Yes

LUL approved:

No

LUL approved:

No

LUL approved:

Yes

Maximum cant (mm):

150

Maximum cant (mm):

150

Maximum cant (mm):

150

Twin cab machine available:

Yes

Twin cab machine available:

Yes

Twin cab machine available:

Yes

Adjacent to open line working:

Yes

Adjacent to open line working:

No

Adjacent to open line working:

Yes

Sustainability:

Panolin

Sustainability:

Panolin

Sustainability:

Panolin
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Rail: tracked excavators

Tracked
excavators
Balfour Beatty provides a range of
tracked road-rail vehicles. We operate
and service heavy-duty plant suited to
track renewals, as well as a bespoke
fleet of machines for use in drainage.
All machines come fitted with a
range of approved safety features for
operating with adjacent line open
and under live overhead electrification.
We operate a number of tracked
excavators fitted with the capability
to undertake 3D GPS/UTS excavation.
This includes both straight and off-set
boom excavators, providing benefits to
a number of worksites for drainage or
track where conventional methods may
not be possible.
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Rail: tracked excavators

Takeuchi TB250 RRV
Mini-diggers
Balfour Beatty operates and maintains
a unique fleet of road-rail Mini Diggers
converted from Takeuchi 5t TB250s.
These machines were developed and built in conjunction with Rosenqvist
Rail, incorporating the patented EQ floating axle design to improve machine
stability and traction. This enables the machines to continuously self-adjust
and distribute the working load across 4 wheels. The load-bearing axles
limit the forces transmitted as work is carried out. Extension and rotation of the
grab pulls the machines’ centre of gravity sharply to one side. This decreases
the risk of overloading an individual wheel and the subsequent risk of derailment.
These machines have the ability to dig offset, allowing the operator to dig close
to true parallel to the sleeper ends – a key requirement of drainage works.
This reduces the amount of spoil, time and replacement ballast needed. The
TB250 is fitted with GKD rail capacity indicator (RCI). It has excellent lift
characteristics and is able to lift multiple sleepers and 1 tonne bags of ballast.
It is also compatible with the range of attachments that would be needed for
the works. These attachments include breakers for digging through concrete,
clamshell buckets and single tamping banks. The tilting cab of the TB250
provides the technicians with quick access to the major components, aiding
machine checks and reducing downtime.
Benefits
–– Offset digging capability allowing the operator to dig near parallel of sleeper ends
–– GKD 3RCI system with Spaceguard for ALO working
–– Four wheel drive, twin EQ axles: aids self-recovery and mobility throughout
the steep London Underground infrastructure
–– Can recover a failed sister machine in under a minute, along with a simple
manual recovery system
–– Network Rail and London Underground approved, including LG1 gauge
–– Can operate on all parts of London Underground infrastructure including
deep tubes
–– Can lift over a tonne on rail (e.g. 1t bags or sleepers)
–– Can operate high powered breakers, clamshell buckets and tamping banks
beyond the expectation of a similar machine
–– Can tow trailers for transporting equipment, sleepers etc.
–– Integrated Athena Cab Kit communication system
–– 7.5t including conversion
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Rail: tracked excavators

PC95

PC128

PC118

PC138 & PC138 Off-Set Boom

An extremely effective digging tool,
especially useful in tunnels with its
three-piece boom and short tail swing,
making it ideally suited for any type of
drainage work. This machine has a
wide-range of attachments such as
breakers and small drainage buckets.

Primarily designed for digging/ballast
movements in a renewals type environment.
The machine is compatible with the majority
of attachments including thimbles, panel
and sleeper grabs.

This machine was built and developed as a
bespoke drainage machine capable of off-set
digging, parallel to the running rail. Can also
be used as a conventional excavator and
stoning up machine. It offers ‘zero tail swing’.
With improved lifting duties than similar
drainage off-set configured machines, it is
compatible with a range of hydraulic
attachments.

Primarily designed for digging/ballast
movements in a renewals type environment.
Our six heavy lift PC138s incorporate ‘zero
tail swing’ making them ideal for tunnel work
and our Off-set PC138s make ideal drainage
machines. All PC138s are compatible with the
majority of attachments including thimbles,
ballast brush, panel and sleeper grabs.

Komatsu/GOS

Komatsu/GOS

Komatsu/GOS

Fitted with GKD RCI.

Fitted with GKD RCI.

Komatsu/GOS Komatsu/Rexquote

Fitted with GKD RCI.
Product specification

Product specification

Product specification

Fitted with GKD RCI.

Product specification

Weight (kg):

1200

Weight (kg):

26,650

Weight (kg):

18,000

Weight (kg):

20,700

Work under live overheads:

No

Work under live overheads:

No

Work under live overheads:

Yes

Work under live overheads:

Yes

LUL approved:

No

LUL approved:

Yes

LUL approved:

Yes

LUL approved:

Yes

Maximum cant (mm):

150

Maximum cant (mm):

150

Maximum cant (mm):

150

Maximum cant (mm):

150

Twin cab machine available:

No

Twin cab machine available:

No

Twin cab machine available:

No

Twin cab machine available:

No

Adjacent to open line working:

No

Adjacent to open line working:

No

Adjacent to open line working:

Yes

Adjacent to open line working:

Yes

Sustainability:

Panolin

Sustainability:

Panolin

Sustainability:

Panolin

Sustainability:

Panolin
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Rail: plant hire services

Front Shovel Excavator (FSE)

New Holland

Balfour Beatty has developed the
unique FSE with its principal duties
being high performance digging
and base stone re-handling.

Balfour Beatty has developed a revolutionary machine for
cost effective, high performance excavation..

The concept is a digging and re-handling
machine that minimises machine
movement yet maximises output.

Product specification
Weight (kg):
Suitability:

26,000
Conforms to W6a gauge,
clear to run over isolated 3rd rail

LUL approved:

No

Maximum cant (mm):

150

Twin cab machine available:

No

Adjacent to open line working:

No

Sustainability:

Panolin
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Case Study:
Front shovel excavator

The FSE combines two important functions –
the ability to deliver high performance excavation
for base preparation and unrivalled top stone
re-handling capability. This has led to quicker,
more efficient operation along with higher quality
delivery.

Maximum Results

Working with key customers and suppliers, the
application of plant on projects was reviewed in
its entirety. As a result, excavation was identified
as the slowest critical path activity within the
renewals process. Following extensive research
and development, the FSE was developed.

The FSE substantially reduces plant hire costs,
associated transportation and machine controller
costs. This machine also provides increased site
efficiency as a result of reduced plant congestion.

For re-handling fresh base stone the FSE changes
over to a 1.27m3 clamshell bucket. This allows the
machine to unload stone from Falcon wagons at a
rate of up to 550 tonnes per hour or approximately
22 Falcons per hour. The FSE accurately places the
stone whilst moving about on its tracks. For placing
top stone, the FSE operates on its rail wheels
and stone is placed just as accurately. Using the
clamshell bucket, the FSE virtually empties the
wagon leaving almost nothing behind. There are
three FSE excavators within Balfour Beatty’s
road-rail fleet.

Combining the best elements from a wide range of
industries, the FSE has been developed to deliver,
dig and unload rates of up to 550 tonnes per hour.
Sustainable Performance

This machine also provides significant
environmental savings. It is estimated that
carbon emissions can be reduced by between
50% and 66% depending on site attributes.
Use of the FSE will also significantly reduce the
risk of staff and operator accidents and incidents as
a result of there being fewer machines on site.
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Rail: laser dozers

Lazer dozers

D37

D41-E

Balfour Beatty operates a fleet of road-rail converted Komatsu
D41/D37 dozers. All dozers are 2D and 3D GPS/UTS compatible
with in-cab latest Trimble technology control systems fitted
as standard.

Our dozers are road-rail configured and
are fitted with removable blade
extensions or wings to facilitate use
within confined environments such
as tunnels and station platforms.

Our road-rail dozers are fitted with
removable blade extensions or wings
to facilitate use within confined
environments. They are fitted with
the latest trimble GPS Technology.

Each dozer has an additional front-facing camera to maximise
the operator’s vision, removing the risk of infrastructure damage
and the risk of unauthorised site personnel entering exclusion
zones. All dozers are fitted with a tilting mast feature to reduce
the need for working at height, an industry standard-practice
introduced by Balfour Beatty.

Komatsu/GOS

Komatsu/GOS

Fitted with the latest Trimble GPS
Technology. Fitted with folding mast
capability to remove working at height.

Product specification
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Fitted with folding mast capability to
remove working at height.

Product specification

Weight (kg):

11,200

Weight (kg):

13,650

Work under live overheads:

No

Work under live overheads:

No

LUL approved:

Yes

LUL approved:

Yes

Maximum cant (mm):

150

Maximum cant (mm):

150

Blade width (mm):

2,440

Blade width (mm):

3,045

Track width (mm):

1,850

Track width (mm):

2,345

Adjacent to open line working:

No

Adjacent to open line working:

No
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Rail: access equipment

Access
equipment
Balfour Beatty operates and maintains
a fleet of the latest specification
access equipment. These come
with full Adjacent Line Open system
3 compliance and a pantograph for
recording heights and staggers whilst
travelling. The machines are fitted
with trailers for material transportation
and there are additional options for
operating power tools from the basket.
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Rail: access equipment

Unimog U400

Mobile Elevated Work Platforms (MEWPs)

LH Plant

For working on all overhead line
(OLE) and structure inspection of
bridges. A turntable is fitted for on/
off tracking, as well as a pantograph,
to enable work on OLE.
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Product specification
Weight (kg):

12,000

Work under live overheads:

No

Maximum basket capacity (kg):

400

Maximum cant (mm):

150

Maximum reach (m):

6.5 working outreach
10 working height

Adjacent to open line working:

No

Sustainability:

Panolin

The Manitou ART17 MEWPs are ideal
for OLE construction, maintenance,
vegetation control, bridge repairs and
anywhere a high platform is required,
especially in difficult to reach areas.

Product specification
Working height:

16.40m

Max out reach:

8.95m

Turret rotation:

360°

Basket capacity

400kg

System 3 ALO

Yes

Adjacent to open line working:

12.1kg

1 x Pantograph Option
2 x On Board Generators for power tools
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Rail: attachments

Attachments
We provide a range of attachments
to support our comprehensive
road-rail service.
Any bespoke attachments which may
be required can be sourced using the
extensive approved supply chain which
work closely with Balfour Beatty to
deliver a world-class service.
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Rail: attachments

Ballast box

Trailer

Ballast brush

To be used in conjunction with our standard
Philmore 20 tonne trailer or Chieftain
trailer. The ballast box is securely loaded
onto the trailer and is ideally suited
for carrying stone, waste or loose items.

The Philmore/GOS T5020 rail trailer has
both hydraulic and air braking systems
to aid with greater towing capacity.
It has a very low flat deck, with fixings
along its sides for securing a variety of
loads. Many attachments are available
including trailer loading ramps, personnel
carriers, cable de-coilers, ballast boxes.

Can comfortably brush one mile of track in
one hour if the profile bucket has been used
correctly before the ballast brush. It will
sweep excess ballast from the 4ft and eject
it onto either shoulder.

The ballast box holds 11.4m3.

Philmore/GOS

Ballast plough

Philmore/GOS

A successful and cost effective way
of distributing excess ballast. Purely a
mechanical attachment, it has multiadjustable wings thus allowing ballast
to be regulated to the required area.

The trailers are 5m in length, 2.4m wide,
and sit 550mm from the rail head.
The T5020HH trailers have a towing
capacity of 20t.
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Rail: attachments

Hydraulic 4 & 7 bale

Ballast Distribution Unit (BDU)

Clamshell

Conductor rail thimble

This fully hydraulic 4 and 7 sleeper spacer
is designed for laying various types of
concrete sleepers at different spacing for
track renewal work. It reduces the risks
associated with working at height, as the
beam is fully operated by the operator in
the cab.

The BDU was developed to place and profile
top stone in one process, by one machine.
The machine is equipped with hydraulic
jacks allowing adjustment for height of
ballast and building up a goodshoulder.
Plates can be used to block off for use in
third and fourth rail areas. Adjusting the
height of stone allows efficiencies of ballast
brushing and tamping activities.

Ideal attachment for re-handling
materials such as spoil or fresh ballast.
With full hydraulic 360 rotation.

The conductor rail thimble is capable of
thimbling third and fourth rail conductor rail,
as well as flat-bottom running rail.
A unique feature is the use of grooved
rollers to support the edges of the rail foot
where wear of the rail is minimal, which
means it can be used for handling both
worn and new rail sections.
To prevent damage, the rail thimble has its
own cradle for transportation.
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Rail: attachments

Rail shear

Panel grabs

Drag Clamp

DeClipper

This impressive piece of equipment can
be fitted to most of our machines and
is capable of shearing rail in seconds. The
Rail shear is used to cut the redundant
rail into smaller pieces. A sleeper/plate
grab is then normally used to load the
pieces onto road-rail trailer(s) before they
are transported off site; thus completely
minimising risk to track staff.

This hydraulic attachment facilitates safe
handling of concrete or timber panels
allowing lifting and stacking without the
use of chains. Panel grabs are used to
tandem lift track panels.

Used for dragging and position rail.
Upto 600ft in length.

The DeClipper quickly and efficiently
removes pandrol clips in a forward motion
removing two rows of clips in a single pass.
When at the end of site the DeClipper is
lifted and rotated around to then travel and
remove the remaining clips back through
the site. This removes a labour intensive
activity and can achieve approximately
1,500-2,000 meters per hour.
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Rail: attachments

4 Point Panel Grab

Thimble

Sleeper grab

Stillages

Offers the capability of a single
RRV excavator to safely pick and
lift a 20ft panel, dependent upon the
capability of the base RRV.

Hydraulically operated used for safe
removal and replacement of rail. No
requirement of manual handling rail.

Sleeper grabs are also known as plate
grabs and can be used for moving
packs of sleepers or alternatively lifting
individual sleepers. The sleeper grabs
have a built in 360 degree rotator enabling
the safe versatile movement of items on
the infrastructure.

These ensure all attachments arrive on
site in the same condition they left were
inspected in. Any oil spilt from the hoses
when detached from the host machine
are caught in the stillage and protect from
damage when in transit.
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Rail: attachments

Drag Clamp Thimble (Drimble) Hydraulic Breaker
Designed to provide a sustainable solution
for rail thimbling and dragging in a safe,
single process. Seamlessly transfers
from operating a drag clamp, to operating
thimble with no requirement to manually
change attachments.
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Used to break out redundant concrete
quickly and efficiently. Once broken down
the RRV can remove the concrete in small
parts. These can be supplied in different
sizes dependent upon size of base RRV.

Wet bed bucket

Compactor plate

Efficient removal of ‘wet spots’ without
the need to remove the running rail.
Hydraulic grab fitted allows replacement
of single sleepers.

Fitted to an excavator a powerful
attachment which delivers consistent
compaction of materials such as spoil
and ballast.
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Rail: plant hire services

Tamping Bank
Ideal for spot tamping, compacting
ballast under sleepers quickly and
efficiently. Powered by the hydraulics
of the base vehicle.
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Rail: electrification

Electrification
We offer a range of efficient machinery
for rail electrification projects.
This includes our high output Overhead
Line Electrification (OLE) Wiring Train,
developed to provide a safer, more
efficient method for installing OLE.
We also provide a specialist Concrete
Batching Unit (CBU) for installing
concrete foundations, ensuring safe,
efficient delivery of OLE work across
the network.
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Rail: electrification

High Output OLE Wiring Train
Product specification

Catenary elevators module for overhead lines (CW-EPW)

Power:

Diesel / electrical or
diesel / hydraulic

Consist length in complete train
formation (m):

68

Operation performance:

2,000m of catenary
and contact wire
simultaneously in 4 hours

Maximum speed (mph):

Length without extension:

12,000mm

Length with extension:

16,000mm

Maximum height of floor above rail level:

6,000mm

Width on fixed platform:

2,000mm

60

Width on extension:

1,800mm

Maximum cant (mm):

150

Capacity (persons and tools) even on extension: 1,250kg

Working with adjacent line open:

Yes

Jib and cradle

Route availability:

7

min. 4,150mm

Maximum curve radius:

130

Horizontal reach
(from cradle end to track axis):

Vehicle gauge:

W6a

Vertical reach
(from rail level to floor of cradle):

min. 8,000mm

Capacity (3 persons and tools):

500kg

Rotation of turret:

+/-180°

Rotation of basket:

+/-90°

Max cant:

150mm

Unrolling and rerolling module for overhead lines (W40 EDR)
Capacity:

4,000m

Max. tension in each conductor:

Balfour Beatty’s High Output Overhead Line
Electrification (OLE) Wiring Train has been
developed to provide a safer, more efficient
method for installing overhead lines.
This offers a significant increase in productivity and reduction in cost of OLE
installation over conventional road-rail equipment. It is capable of installing
a full tension length of 2,000m of catenary and contact wire simultaneously
under differing tensions in around four hours, making it ideal for midweek
night-time possessions. The work occurs in a single pass and only requires
minimal adjustment.
It can also travel to and from site in open traffic with possession arrangements
being taken around it, thereby maximising possession utilisation.

Reduced risk

Lifting platform module

Contact wire / auxiliary cable:

Up to 3,000daN

Messenger cable:

Up to 3,000daN

Unrolling speed:

0 to 5km/h

Height of the guiding device
(for contact wire):

4,000–8,000mm

Lateral stroke (from track axis):

±3,750mm

Dimensions in folded configuration
Height Approx.:

3,000mm

Length Approx.:

4,800mm

Width Approx.:

2,300mm

The traction units are fully controllable from the tensioning and platform units, with
infinitely variable slow speed control giving an extremely smooth operation. It is
able to fully control OLE wire positioning whilst under tension, eliminating the
risks associated with uncontrolled movements as a result of radial loads.
A reduction in the number of staff required to deliver the works and fewer people
at track level during installation operations reduces exposure to site hazards.
Benefits
–– Capable of installing a whole tension length of OLE equipment in a single
operation in one midweek night possession
–– Working from purpose-built platforms reduces working at height risks
–– Ability to work with adjacent lines open
–– Significant increase in productivity and reduction in cost compared with
conventional methods of installation
–– Eliminates the need for large numbers of road rail vehicles to travel to and
from site making it more sustainable
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Rail: electrification

Concrete Batching Unit
Balfour Beatty has developed the first
volumetric concrete mixing train in the
UK. The Concrete Batching Unit (CBU)
dispenses concrete by volume not weight.
It is a simple system that uses a door above a conveyor to regulate the amount
of sand and aggregate that passes beneath the door – the higher the door,
the greater the volume. To this is added an accurately measured amount of
cement, using an auger, rotation equals volume with water being added in the
final stage. The whole mixture passes through an axial mixer and ready mixed
cement is delivered via a central distribution hub.
The volumetric mixer is hauled behind one of Balfour Beatty’s Plasser General
Purpose TRAMMs. This means the possession is granted around the vehicle
so there is no long distance running from an access point to the place of work
with the risk of the concrete going off.
However, the single greatest benefit of using a system that locally mixes
concrete such as this is that only the amount of concrete required is mixed and
placed. This means that if for any reason the full load is not required or there
are delays, then the machine returns to depot with unused raw materials to be
used on another occasion.
Maximising productivity
To further increase productivity, Balfour Beatty has developed a second
general purpose TRAMM fitted with an increased capacity crane and 60’
centre wagon to carry masts and other large steelwork sections.
The 16t/m crane has the height and capacity to lift and place almost every
possible combination of mast and stanchion.
Benefits
–– Increase in production - capable of installing 12 bases per shift
–– Reduces waste
–– Reduces scope 1 and 3 carbon emissions
–– Safer construction methods due to fewer plant movements and reduced
manual handling risk
–– No loss of quality is transit
–– Allows operatives to travel to site on the TRAMM reducing transport costs
and carbon emissions
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Rail: cranes

Cranes
Balfour Beatty offers tailored
lifting solutions for a wide range of
applications, including the recovery
of derailed trains and wagons,
bridge installation and removal, and
overhead electrification structures.
Our fleet of Kirow cranes provide
a cost effective, versatile lifting
solution, without the need for time
consuming road closures or additional
costs associated with locating a
mobile crane.
These machines can be dispatched
to a siding which will fall within
the possession limits, maximising
possession usage.
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Rail: cranes

Kirow Cranes 810 & 1200
The 810 and 1200 heavy-lift rail cranes
provide greater capacity, flexibility and
versatility. We work side by side with
our customers, offering a complete and
bespoke contract lift planning service.
These machines allow our teams to lift greater and more
complex loads under OLE and in very confined areas.
Our experience of S&C renewals, bridge replacements
and power upgrades ensures all projects are completed
to time and within budget.

Kirow Crane 810 – Product specification
Year built:

2001

Crane length (m):

14

Consist length in complete train formation (m):

60

Weight crane (t):

135

Maximum pick and carry 13m in front of buffer:

29.5

Maximum lifting capacity (tonnes):

100

Maximum cant (mm):

150

Maximum slew with counter weight locked in
line of body (˚):

30

Working with adjacent line open:

Yes

Maximum propping width (m):

4.7

Speed in train formation (mph):

60

Additional 10m manual boom extension capacity (t):

5

Route availability:

RA7

LUL approved:

Yes

Kirow Crane 1200 – Product specification
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Year built:

2004

Crane length (m):

14

Consist length in complete train formation (m):

75

Weight crane (t):

150

Maximum pick and carry 13m in front of buffer:

36.5

Maximum lifting capacity (tonnes):

125

Maximum cant (mm):

160

Maximum slew with counter weight locked in
line of body (˚):

30

Working with adjacent line open:

Yes

Maximum propping width (m):

7

Speed in train formation (mph):

60

Additional 10m manual boom extension capacity (t):

5

Route availability:

RA7

LUL approved:

No
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Rail: specialist on track machinery

Specialist
on track
machinery
Our dedicated team of professional
planners, project managers
and operatives ensure we meet
our customers’ most exacting
requirements.
Our specialist on track services include
heavy lifting, drainage remediation,
railhead re-profiling, and mechanical
litter and debris removal.
Our fleet includes some of the most
innovative and flexible plant equipment
in the country.
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Rail: specialist on track machinery

Track Relayer TJC60

GPC 72 – 12t Crane

Plasser & Theurer

The Plasser & Theurer TJC60 is a twin
jib tracklayer used for track removal and
relaying. It is hauled to site by train and is
then is self-propelled once on site. We offer
bespoke solutions where obscure lifts are
required.
Benefits
The tracklayer has two rotating telescopic jibs controlled from a central cab. In
operation the jibs are slewed out over the adjacent track and 60ft track panels
can be lifted out using special grabs.
The tracklayer can then travel down the track and load the panel on to a train
on the same track that is being removed. This process can be reversed to lay
assembled panels or, using a special sleeper beam, can lay up to 30 loose sleepers correctly spaced ready for long welded rail to be threaded on.
The jibs are telescopic to ensure accurate placement of the sleepers. Lifting
panels with two jibs ensures the load is stable, which removes the requirement
to have a banksman walking with the load to control swing.
The tracklayer jibs have no tail swing, enabling it to be used with an adjacent
line open to traffic. The tracklayer can be used to shunt other rail vehicles (up to
140 tonnes) within the worksite.
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Plasser & Theurer

Product specification
Year built:

1980

Length over buffers (m):

15.6

Tare weight (t):

86

Maximum speed (mph):

45

Minimum working radius (m):

100

Minimum travelling radius (m):

60

Maximum slew (mm):

RA7

Load radius chart
SWL (Tonnes)
Radius

Two jibs

Single jib

Up to 4.7

12.5

7

4.7 to 5.25

10

7

The Plasser & Theurer GPC72 is a general
purpose crane used for track renewal and
maintenance. The crane is hauled to site by
train and is then self-propelled once on site.

Product specification
Year built:

1980

Length over buffers (m):

11.1

Tare weight (t):

86

For project work, the crane can be supplied to site by Balfour Beatty without
the need for engineering train haulage. We offer bespoke solutions where
obscure lifts are required.

Maximum speed (mph):

45

Minimum working radius (m):

100

Minimum travelling radius (m):

150

Benefits

Maximum slew (mm):

RA7

The crane has a telescopic jib with a maximum radius of 13 metres. The crane
superstructure is set over one end of the chassis to give good over end lifting
capacity. The jib is fully rotating to any position.

Load radius chart

Stability is achieved without the use of outriggers which allows the crane to be
fully mobile in all duties. The crane has no tail swing enabling it to be used with
an adjacent line open to traffic.
The crane can be used to shunt other rail vehicles (up to 140 tonnes) within
the worksite.

Radius

Over end

Full slew

Jib

Cant

(m)

Up

Level

50mm

100mm

150mm

3.7

12

12

12

12

12

5

9.3

12

9.3

8.2

7.2

7.5

5.5

8.3

5.2

4.7

4.2

11

3.5

4.2

2.5

2

1.6

13

2.7

2.7

1.2

1

0.7
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Drainage remediation train

Case Study:
Drain train

Track engineers understand the importance
of drainage, but this is invariably one of the
most difficult areas to manage and maintain.

Balfour Beatty has developed a revolutionary machine that
is proving to be an outstanding success.

Our revolutionary Drain Train is able to self-propel to, from, and within the site,
removing the need for expensive loco haulage. It is fully environmentally
compliant and offers capacities beyond conventional road-rail machines. It can
also access parts of the network where there is no road access.
We offer the full range of jetting and cleaning, asset survey (including CCTV)
and waste management services.
The Drain Train offers a total solution to trackside drain maintenance by using
a high power drain-jetting system which is capable of collecting both wet
and semi-dry materials. This includes items such as ballast, bricks, silt and
compacted sewage. It also provides a facility for delivering new/replacement
materials trackside.

Network Rail called in the services of our awardwinning Drain Train to a site near Swindon in
Wiltshire that had suffered severe flooding over
many years due to drainage problems. Many
attempts had been made previously to solve the
problem without success.
It was believed that the system outfall was at the
eastern end into a settlement pond, flowing into
a disused canal with water attempting to flow
eastwards. A portable pump was set up by the
outfall in readiness to remove the excess water
that the drainage system could not cope with.
Initial inspections identified 12 catch pits which
were completely full of track ballast. The works
were undertaken during two possessions – an
initial eight hour possession to clear all the catch
pits of ballast and expose the pipe ends, followed
by a 20 hour possession when the pipes would be
jetted and then investigated to establish flows.

Product specification
Max debris capacity (ltrs):

20,000

Max water capacity (ltrs)

23,000

Suction air rate (cfm):

3,700

Water jetting pressure (psi):

2,320

Water jetting capacity (gallons/min):

52

Water jetting rate (litres/min):

226

Jet hose reel (m):

100

Power unit (kW):

Volvo 6 cyclinder, turbo
charged diesel 340

Speed in traffic (mph):

45

Vehicle gauge:

W6
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During the first possession, the Drain Train cleaned
out all 12 catch pits and exposed the pipe runs
within just four and half hours. Previous attempts
had failed to clean more than a single pit in one
possession due to the considerable amount of
material to excavate (approximately 1m3 per pit) in
the short period of time.In the second possession,
all of the previously exposed pipe runs were
cleaned out in just under seven and a half hours.
The Drain Train then set about tracing the pipe
runs from beyond the end of the known catch pits
towards a junction to the west. It immediately
identified two further pipe runs and an additional
nine catch pits which were buried up to 400mm
below the ballast surface.

Maximum Results
The Drain Train was also used to carry new catch
pit rings which maximised time on site and value to
the customer.
By the end of the second possession it had been
established that the outfall was to the west of
the site under the road bridge, not to the east as
originally understood. In addition, all pipe runs were
flowing and serviceable, eight new catch pits had
been identified and built up in accordance with
the National Standard and, most importantly, the
system was fully operational for the first time in
many years.
Benefits
–– High carrying capacity
–– Power to excavate materials from the catch pits
–– 9” diameter suction hose and powerful air
mover to excavate material from catch pits
–– Skilled experienced crew
–– Ability to take possession around the
machine, no requirement for road-rail access
to be constructed
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Track vacuum cleaner

Single Line Gantry

Rail Grinder AT1002 K60UK

Debris and leaves can cause serious
problems on today’s modern railways.
Litter jamming points and shorting
the third rail is acknowledged as being
a major cause of train delays.

The Donelli PD350 Single Line Gantries
(SLGs) form part of a single line track
renewal system. The SLGs operate in pairs.

We provide an innovative and cost effective
grinding and railhead re-profiling service.
Our grinders offer unrivalled benefits over
traditional hand grinding methods and a
significant number of advantages over other
grinding plant.

Product specification

Unlike the majority of our competitors, we are able to re-profile the whole rail
head and not just skim the top surface of the rail.

Manual litter collection, usually in the dark, gives rise to concerns
over safety of operatives. We provide a non-contact waste
removal service with our innovative Track Vac System and can
arrange everything from train planning to the final disposal of
the waste at a licensed facility, as required. The Track Vac is only
approved for use on HS1.

Our Autech grinders can also deal with gauge corner cracking, wheel burns,
squats and a host of other rail contact fatigue defects. They can grind plain line,
S&C, operate on various gauges including tramways and LUL and are third and
fourth rail compatible.

Product specification
Power:

The machines remove existing 60ft track panels, travelling on gantry rails set to
a 10ft gauge formed from the continuously welded rails (eventually to be placed
by Balfour Beatty’s New Track Construction machine). This process allows
renewal engineers the opportunity to operate with the greatest efficiency
on a single line.

720

Power:

Supplied from 42kVA generator

Grinding (rpm):

Twin 100mm x110mm cylindrical
stones running at 6000

Operating angles (˚):

45 on gauge face
- 32 on field face

Operating speed (mph):

1.1/1.4

Variable gauge (mm):

980-1500/1665

Suitability:

Worldwide application including:
plain line, tramways, third &
fourth rail, S&C

LUL approved:

Yes

Product specification
Diesel/electrical or diesel/hydraulic

Safe working load (SWL):

18t (two gantries with a swl of 9t)

Speed of train (mph):

60

Speed on max gradient loaded (km/H):

8

Operational speed (mph):

3-24

Total tare weight (kg):

6,500

Max air flow (cfm):

25-35,000

Length (mm):

3,047

Air speed (mph):

150

Width (mm):

3,567

Height extended (mm):

4,089

Max height for one panel for underbridges (mm):

2,740
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Weight (kg):
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High Output New Track
Construction Machine

Case Study:
New Track Construction Machine
After years of delivering exceptional results on Network
Rail’s infrastructure, our unique New Track Construction
machine was successfully trialled on the London
Underground network.

We offer a complete New Track Construction
(NTC) service from planning, site inspections,
integration plans, through to carrying out
work to post operations reports.
The service uses possession-only NTC machines employed for relaying new
sleepers and rail onto a prepared track bed. The machine’s sleeper-handling
gantry transports the new sleepers and places them onto the conveyor
systems of the reception wagon.

Following two months of partnership with London
Underground the trial was carried out by the Track
Partnership (a strategic alliance between London
Underground and Balfour Beatty) at Ruislip Manor
Station on the eastbound Metropolitan Line, where
the NTF 1501 sleepers and rail were threaded over
720 yards through underbridges and platforms.
The project was completed within the agreed
timescales and the impressive relay rate of the
NTC was 50% quicker than conventional relaying
techniques.

The sleepers are transferred to the head of the truss beam before being
placed on to the track bed using the sleeper-drop mechanism. The sleepers
are then aligned to the desired spacing automatically.
The new rail is thimbled through a series of rollers and clamps along the
truss beam, and aligned into the sleeper seat using the rail liner. The rail
is clipped into the sleepers using the clipping equipment mounted to the
self-powered wagon.
Additional features include:

Careful planning
“Trialling the NTC equipment on the London
Underground required careful planning,” explains
Steve Naybour, Head of Business Improvement for
Track Partnership.
“The NTC had never been used on Transport for
London infrastructure so we worked closely with
London Underground and the Rail Regulator to
ensure compliance and acceptance for all of the
NTC vehicles and wagons. We also re-wrote the
usual NTC operating procedures to enable it to run
effectively and safely on the Underground.
“Both Transport for London and London
Underground are pleased with the success of the
trial at Ruislip Manor Station. Now we are satisfied
that the NTC performs well on Transport for London
infrastructure, we are in discussion with London
Underground about future works using the NTC on
the Underground network.”

–– Self-powered machine within possession
–– Fully automated FASTCLIP clipping system
–– Dedicated operational crew
–– Dedicated fleet of sleeper carrying wagon to deliver sleepers to site with
the NTC machine

Maximum results
Product specification

Operating details

Average deployment time:

45 mins

Operating curve:

300m

Average cut-in time:

15 mins

Operating cant:

75mm

Average cut-out time:

30 mins

Operating gradient:

1:75

Average stowage time:

90 mins

Rail types:

BS113A, UIC 60

Sleeper types:

G44 Concrete (FASTCLIP)
G45 Concrete (VOSSLOH)
EG49(3R) (E-Clip)
560HSteel(FASTCLIP)
F27/F28 Serviceable PANDROL

Sleeper length (max):

2580mm

Sleeper spacing:

570-750mm

Sleeper relaying rate:

54

Up to 10 sleepers per min

On multi-line and single lines the NTC machine
has the added benefit of being able to work with
adjacent line open, delivering steel and concrete
sleepers, at speeds of up to 175 yards to 200 yards
an hour (dependant on site conditions).
The NTC machine is the only high-production track
laying system in the UK suitable for consistently
delivering high performance track renewals.
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TRAMMs
Our fleet of efficient, hardworking
TRAMMs are used for hauling the
Drain Train to site, scrap clearance,
erecting electrification masts,
gantries and SPS. They are also
used for delivering materials such as
1t bags of ballast, sleepers and small
items of plant such as mini piling rigs
and spider cranes to sites.
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General Purpose TRAMM

Steel TRAMM

The Plasser & Theurer TRAMM is a general
purpose machine for the transportation
of quantities of rail and materials to site.
The machine can travel self propelled on
the open line.

Our Steel TRAMM can be used in
conjunction with a KRA Wagon
to support delivery of steel to electrification
sites. Possession can be taken
around the Steel TRAMM providing
greater flexibility and better productivity
with regards to possession availability.

Product specification

Product specification

Year built:

1980

Year built:

1988

Length over buffers (m):

29

Length over buffers (m):

48

Maximum speed (mph):

40

Maximum speed (mph):

40

Minimum working radius (m):

60

Minimum working radius (m):

60

Minimum travelling radius (m):

60

Minimum travelling radius (m):

60

Maximum cant (mm):

150

Maximum cant (mm):

150

Carrying capacity (t):

17

Carrying capacity (t):

42

N.B. Can be used with intermediate wagon to increase capacity.
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N.B. Can be used with intermediate wagon to increase capacity.
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Tampers
We operate one of the most modern
tamper fleets in the UK. Our fleet
includes Matisa B41, B66, Plasser
Unimats and Compact tampers.
Along with our expert operators
and support staff, these machines
ensure outstanding track quality
for all our customers.
We have supplied on-track machinery,
including tampers, to maintain and
align track on the South East, Anglia
and Wessex routes for over 25 years.
These sections of the railway are some
of the most densely used by the public
in the UK, travelling or commuting in
and out of London on a daily bases.
We ensure the track is expertly
aligned to ensure smooth and efficient
journeys for all passengers.
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Matisa B41UE

Matisa B66UC

Principal Switch & Crossing (S&C) machine

High performance, principal
‘continuous action’ S&C plain line
tamping machine

The Matisa B41UE is a principal plain line/
S&C tamping machine. The plain line
performance up to 600 yards per hour
and it is capable of tamping a single lead
in around 1 hour 40 minutes.

The Matisa B66UC is a high performance
‘continuous action’ principal plain line/S&C
tamping machine.

The B41UE is fitted with a track lift helper to assist the lifting of long bearers
when tamping crossings. They are fully 3rd rail compliant and can travel at up to
60mph on the rail network.
A 3rd rail compatible brush is fitted to the rear of the machine to clear light
ballast from the four foot, sleeper ends, clips and fitting. The Matisa B41 is
fitted with the CATT track guidance computer system, which has a separate
recording system that can record as the machine works. The CATT system is
able to convert most Win-ALC design files directly in to the CATT computer,
allowing the engineers flexibility when producing track designs. Matisa Tamping
Banks provide good ballast consolidation during the tamping process. This in
turn leads to industry-leading durability and longer life track quality.
Benefits
–– Better and longer lasting track quality
–– Improved consolidation of the track ballast
–– Eliminates risk of working trackside
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The plain line performance is up to 800 yards per hour and it is capable of
tamping a single lead in around 1 hour 40 minutes. The B66UC is fitted with a
third arm to assist lifting long bearers when tamping crossings. They are fully
3rd rail compliant and can travel at up to 60mph on the rail network.
Product specification
Number in the fleet

4

Year of manufacture

2010/11

Length over the buffers (m)

31.6

Tare weight (t)

92.1

Maximum speed (mph)

60

A 3rd rail compatible brush is fitted to the rear of the machine to clear light
ballast from the four foot, sleeper ends, clips and fitting. The Matisa B66 is
fitted with the CATT track guidance computer system, which has a separate
recording system that can record as the machine works. The CATT system is
able to convert most Win-ALC design files directly in to the CATT computer,
this allows the engineers flexibility when producing track designs. The Matisa
Tamping Banks can provide improved consolidation of the track ballast due to
elliptical vibration of tamping tools.

Product specification
Number in the fleet

2

Year of manufacture

2011

Length over the buffers (m)

33.28

Tare weight (t)

100.5

Maximum speed (mph)

60

Minimum working radius (m)

150

Minimum working radius (m)

150

Benefits

Minimum travelling radius (m)

80

–– Enhanced machine outputs due to ‘continuous action’ tamping

Minimum travelling radius (m)

90

Maximum slue (mm)

200

–– Improved consolidation of the track ballast

Maximum slue (mm)

200

Maximum lift (mm)

150

–– Eliminates risk of working trackside

Maximum lift (mm)

150

Maximum cant (mm)

150

Maximum cant (mm)

150

Average plain line work rate per hour (hr)

620

Average plain line work rate per hour (hr)

800

Average switch & crossing work rate (units per hour)

0.8

Average switch & crossing work rate (units per hour)

0.85

Alignment system

CATT

Alignment system

CATT

Sustainability

Panolin

Sustainability

Panolin
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Unimat 08 4x4 / 4S – RT

Compact 4x4 / C100 – RT

Principal S&C and plain line tamping
machine

Plasser & Theurer

The Plasser & Theurer Compact 4x4 / C100 –
RT is a plain line tamper capable of working
through areas of points and crossings.

The Plasser & Theurer 08 4x4 / 4S-RTUnimat
is a principal S&C tamping machine with a
plain line capability.
Each tool can be moved laterally and tilted to achieve a high level of access
between the various obstructions within S&C. The tamping banks can be slued
to accommodate skewed sleepers and can be extended outside of the machine
to compact the ballast under the long bearers. The lift frames are fitted with
hooks which can lift off the rail head or rail foot in areas of S&C. Roller clamps
are used when operating on plain line. The Unimat is fitted with a third arm
to assist lifting long bearers when tamping crossings.
This machine is fitted with a computerised lifting and lining system, which
enables levelling and alignment of track to pre-determined designs or
calculated improvement following an on-site measurement run. The 08 Unimat
(16 tool) can work on plain line track and S&C in both non-third rail and (in
12 tool format) third rail electrified areas and can transit to and from site at
up to speeds of 60mph.

Product specification

9

Benefits

Year of manufacture

2002/3

28.4

–– Plain line machine capable of tamping 620 yard per hour

Length over the buffers (m)

18.4

Tare weight (t)

106

–– Can be transported by lorry if required

Tare weight (t)
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Maximum speed (mph)

60

Maximum speed (mph)

60

Minimum working radius (m)

150

Minimum working radius (m)

150

Minimum travelling Radius (m)

70

Minimum travelling radius (m)

80

Maximum slue (mm)

50

Maximum slue (mm)

40

Maximum lift (mm)

75

Maximum lift (mm)

75

–– The same vibration as a conventional tamper when the tines are in the
ground.

Maximum cant (mm)

200

Maximum cant (mm)

200

Average plain line work rate per hour (hr)

440

Average plain line work rate per hour (hr)

550

–– Less noise to the public when the tines are out of the ground

Average switch & crossing work rate (units per hour)

0.75

–– Less whole body vibration to the operator when not vibrating

Average switch & crossing work rate (units per hour)

Alignment system

ALC

12 tool 0.61
16 tool 0.80

–– Less wear and tear on the machine when not vibrating

Sustainability

Panolin

Alignment system

ALC

Sustainability

Panolin

We recently fitted System 7 tamping banks to both of the Unimat Tampers.
On a conventional tamper, the tamping tines are continuously vibrating.
The advantage of System 7 is that the vibration stops when the tines are
lifted out of the ground, ensuring:
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Year of manufacture

2001

Length over the buffers (m)

Product specification
Number in the fleet

Benefits

Number in the fleet

The split head tamping banks enable a single pair of tamping tools to be
dropped independently of each other into areas of the crossing without the
other tools being deployed. The Compact is fitted with roller hook lifting
frame and has (limited) tamping bank side shift, but is not fitted with third
arm, rotating tamping banks or swivel tools. The machine is fitted with a
computerised lifting and lining system which enables levelling and alignment of
track to pre-determined designs or calculated improvement following an on-site
measurement. This machine (16 tool) can work on plain line track and S&C in
both non-third rail and, in 12 tool format, third rail electrified areas and can
transit to and from site at up to speeds of 60mph.
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USP 5000C

Plasser & Theurer

This ballast regulator is fitted with two sets
of ploughs: one set to plough the 4ft and
the other set to clear the sleeper ends.
The positions can be changed to plough
ballast in or out of the 4ft. The second
set of ploughs drop down over the cess
and can bring ballast in from the cess.
The brush can be used to level the top of the ballast and any excess is
transferred to the onboard conveyor system which can transfer the ballast
to either the cess or to the internal ballast box.
The ballast box can be used to drop ballast to the left or right side of the 4ft or
the left or right cess. Machines for use in third rail electrification areas are
fitted with 4ft brushes only and modified ploughs to avoid damage to third rail.

Product specification
Year built:

1985

Length over buffers (m):

17.70

Tare weight (t):

44

Maximum speed (mph):

45

Minimum working radius (m):

100

Minimum travelling radius (m):

60

Maximum cant (mm):

150

Average ploughing (m/hr):

4,000

Average brushing (m/hr):

400

Sustainability:

Panolin
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